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Abstract
Sulmona is a fragile territory, given its exposure to frequent seismic attacks. With the densest fabric, its historic centre
is the most vulnerable zone, compared to its new districts with dispersed fabric—with more open space (streets, squares,
and parks) in preparedness for emergency evacuation and shelter. In the historic centre, more interconnected open space
is required to ensure the safe gathering, emergency evacuation, and rescuing work. However, a contradiction exists
between conserving the historic fabric and inserting more safe open space or/and modifying the existing open space for
seismic resilience.
Under this condition, our research tries to establish a networked open space through minimized interventions with
maximum effects to raise the historic centre’s preparedness for response to earthquakes. Two stages are taken, combing
space syntax and the cartographic study.
First, a space syntax analysis of the existing road network is performed. It helps to identify the priority streets—which
have higher spatial integration and whose suitability should be primarily achieved—for emergency evacuation. It is
noteworthy that the configuration of these priority streets differs from that in the Emergency Plan by the municipality;
possibilities to enhance the Emergency Plan exist. Meanwhile, it assists in locating the two most problematic areas within
the historic centre, where inadequate connection to evacuation routes, insufficient safe open space, and fragmented and
inaccessible open space are crucial issues to be solved. Secondly, a cartographic study of historical maps validates our
choices of strategic locations for further interventions. Some certain boundary-modification and demolition is suggested
to improve the circulation, insert more safe open space, and integrate the enclosed open space.
The two stages allow us to plan a networked open space of the historic centre to strengthen its preparedness for
earthquake response. And the approach is meant to be referential and adaptable to other similar cases in earthquakeprone territories.
Keywords: resilience, open space, space syntax, cartographic study

Introduction
Sulmona is a fragile territory, given its exposure to seismic attacks: there are eleven earthquakes with
Intensity Is≥6 MCS on record in its history, and the commune was devastated by four earthquakes during
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1915-2009 (Galadini and Carrozzo, 2014). This geological fragility inevitably contributes to its decaying built
environment, long-lasting depopulation, and social and economic vulnerability, which is typical in towns and
cities in its province L’Aquila, an earthquake-prone region in Abruzzo, Italy. Thus to revitalize a city like
Sulmona, it would be essential to ensure the safety of the built environment and to enhance the urban
resilience in response to seismic attacks.
As it is in other historical cities in this region, notably the historic centre of Sulmona, with the densest urban
fabric and the plentitude of Roman and medieval constructions, is the most vulnerable area compared to its
new districts with the dispersed fabric indicating more open spaces (e.g., streets, squares, and parks)
available for emergency uses. The vulnerability of the historic centre is due to not only the lower building
strength and structural stability of those historical constructions but also the lack of suitable open space in
preparedness for emergency evacuation and shelter. In the historic centre, more interconnected open
space is required to support the temporary safe gathering, emergency evacuation, and rescuing work.
However, a contradiction exists between conserving the historic fabric and inserting more safe open space
or/and modifying the existing open space in the historic centre for seismic resilience. Under this condition,
our research tries to establish a networked open space through minimized interventions with maximum
effects to raise the historic centre’s preparedness for response to earthquakes. An urban morphology
approach combining space syntax and a cartographic study of historical maps is applied to explore how to
precisely and efficiently intervene in a historic city for enhancing its open space. And the intervention in its
open space is expected to improve both the historic centre’s capacity to better respond to and recover from
latent earthquake attacks and the quality of its urban daily life as well.

Background: open space and urban resilience under seismic threats
In this essay, we define the open space as the space outside the building envelope, such as streets, squares,
public/private gardens, parking areas. Open spaces are of great value during and after an earthquake attack:
people may be unable to go back to buildings when they are unsafe during or after earthquakes, thus the
open space will become the “second city” providing multiple services to support survival and recovery from
earthquake shocks (Allan and Bryant, 2010). For example, the open space can be used as safe paths ensuring
the evacuation and rescuing work, temporary gathering points and shelters, and open areas for goods
distribution. A networked open space renders the city safe buffer zones reacting to earthquakes and
contributes significantly to urban resilience under seismic threats.
Resilience is the capacity of a system to absorb disturbance and retain its basic structure and function
(Holling, 1973 and Walker and Salt, 2006). Resilience thinking is system thinking (Walker and Salt, 2006). It is
not about controlling the disturbance but is about developing a system’s capacity to respond to that. As for
what confers resilience, two factors at least, which the authors take as valuable reference for urban design,
according to Walker and Salt should be mentioned—diversity and modularity. Diversity is positively
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associated with the system’s capacity to absorb a shock. It enables the variations and redundancy for
options—the more choices available responding to a disturbance, the better a system’s capacity to absorb
it—and thus the flexibility of a system. Modularity is a feature of the structure of a system: modules/subsystems in a system are loosely connected, and meanwhile, strong relations among components within each
of them exist. A certain degree of modularity contributes to resilience, because “it allows individual modules
to keep functioning when loosely linked modules fail, and the system as a whole has a chance to self-organize
and therefore a greater capacity to absorb shocks” (Walker and Salt, 2006: 121).
According to resilience thinking, how to improve urban resilience under seismic threats by spatial design?
Concerning the open space design, we propose that, first, it would be a priority to devise a networked open
space system rather than to optimize some individual open spaces or buildings to raise the whole city’s
preparedness responding to earthquake attacks, because resilience is always about the system and it cannot
be realized by simply improving some isolated components. The latter operation could indeed benefit those
sections surrounding the enhanced areas (as open spaces or buildings), but it remains questionable that
these isolated areas could equally and effectively serve the entire city during and after earthquake shocks.
Secondly, diversity is primary for arranging safe routes for evacuation, rescuing work, and logistic support.
Rigidly restricting the number of safe routes (this could be out of economic considerations for maintenance)
can eliminate the redundancy for choices of safe paths. This may imperil a city during and after an
earthquake, considering that these limited safe routes can be paralysed, e.g., due to the obstruction of falling
objects, and that people may easily lose the orientation to the designated safe route for evacuation during
an earthquake shock. Thus providing multiple choices of safe paths will be essential. In the case of Sulmona,
the gridded layout of its historic centre originating from the Roman period endows the city with a resilient
urban structure by supporting the variations of choice of safe routes, which can be seen in the following
sections. Lastly, based on the modularity concept, “scale” will be a crucial issue for open space design for
seismic resilience. As parts of the networked open space system of the entire city, there should be subsystems of open space serving each district. It is expected that these sub-systems can sufficiently serve their
districts independently during an emergency, such as by providing necessary safe paths and gathering points,
and meanwhile, they are loosely interconnected and thus can support each other when one of them collapses
during a shock.

Starting-point: to evaluate the emergency plan by Sulmona municipality
There has been an emergency plan by the Sulmona Commune (Figure 1) to respond to earthquake attacks
(Comune di Sulmona, 2017). It identifies priority areas—including safe paths, strategic buildings, and sizable
open spaces as temporary gathering points and shelters—whose suitability in reaction to earthquakes should
be primarily ensured. The circular road surrounding the old city centre is planned to be the main safe passage
for evacuating the historic part, and Via Pescara and Ponte Capograssi across the valley connect it with the
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Figure 1. Emergency plan by Sulmona Municipality, with the strategic buildings (blue and red), refuge areas
(green), and safe evacuation paths (red lines). Source: from Comune di Sulmona.

safe passage of the new district, where ample open spaces are in preparedness for earthquake response.
Two groups of refuge area are planned for the old urban centre and the new district respectively: one group
locates outside the Roman centre consisting of the main square and two underutilized open spaces, and the
other takes the form of wide streets, spacious courtyards, and parking areas in the new district. It is a
preliminary plan of emergency interventions in the whole city to support its response to and recovery from
earthquake shocks, however, it needs to be developed or even modified when it comes to a lower scale,
especially as for planning for the historic centre, the most vulnerable area for seismic attacks.
First, the historic centre requires a networked open space system to enhance its preparedness for earthquake
shocks. Yet in the current emergency plan by the municipality, only the south part of the historic centre,
where strategic buildings locate, is concerned. From the research by Galadini and Carrozzo, the seismic
damage distributed equally in the historic centre during the earthquakes in 1915, 1933, 1984, and 2009
(Galadini and Carrozzo, 2014). Thus only managing the south part is inadequate considering the need of the
whole historic centre for safe evacuation and shelter. Secondly, although a circular safe route has been
planned for the historic centre, the real transport connection between them is weak. There is a height
difference of 15-25 metres between the terrace of the historic area and its surrounding ring road. Only very
few passages exist linking them, which means that most of the citizens in the historic centre must cross a
devious and long path and the terrace slopes—geologically the most vulnerable areas during earthquakes—
to reach the designated safe zones along the ring road during and after earthquakes. This makes it a necessity
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to improve two aspects of the open space in the historic centre: 1) a convenient connection between the
terrace and the ring road as the city’s main safe evacuation passage, 2) more equally distributed open spaces
within the historic centre in preparedness as temporary safe gathering points or shelters, to relieve the
danger resulting from a long walk to reach safe points outside of the terrace during/after earthquakes.
Thirdly, concerning the existing open space in the old city centre, there is a contradiction between the lack
of open spaces to support emergency reaction and the plenty of spacious but inaccessible and underutilized
open spaces. As can be seen from the map (Figure 1), the western part of the historic centre is the most
compact area, where more safe open public spaces are required to ensure temporary safe gathering.
Contrastly in the northeastern part, there are many sizable open spaces yet of low accessibility, such as semipublic gardens and private courtyards of some institutions. And they have the potential to be integrated into
the open public space system of the historic centre for seismic resilience. Lastly, there is an inclination to
take Via Giovanni Quatrario as a main safe evacuation path for the historic centre, because it adjoins the ring
road in the west and is expected to connect the historic centre with those designated safe open spaces
outside of the terrace. Yet this choice is questionable: it fails to serve a large part of the historic centre due
to its very outlying location; its suitability for emergency use cannot be ensured during an earthquake shock
as it locates on the edge of the terrace, which is indicated as one of the most vulnerable areas geologically
during earthquake attacks (Galadini and Carrozzo, 2014). In sum, the current emergency plan of Sulmona
municipality still needs to be modified and developed, especially concerning the historic centre. An urban
morphology approach combining space syntax and cartographic reading will help efficiently and precisely
operate—to maintain the minimum disturbance to its existing fabric—by identifying the strategic locations
for intervention to improve its seismic resilience.

Enhancing the current plan: combining space syntax and cartographic analysis
Our intervention in the open space of Sulmona’s historic centre concerns two aspects: to reorganise the safe
routes and to insert new or/and modify the existing spacious open spaces as temporary safe gathering points
or shelters along the suggested safe routes. It is expected to devise a networked open space system, which
contributes to both the historic centre’s preparedness for latent earthquakes and the quality of the open
public space.
To choose the suitable paths as safe evacuation routes, we first try to identify the priority streets, which have
higher spatial integration and whose suitability for safe evacuation should be primarily achieved. A space
syntax analysis of the existing road network has been carried out. From the evaluation of Integration, Choice
and Step depth (Figure 2-5), on the one hand, some streets show their higher spatial integration and
attraction in the whole road system, thus need to be taken with priority. The simulations of Integration and
Choice indicate several streets better connected with the other paths in the historic centre. Some of them
are of top priority to be organized as the main safe passages: the central road Viale Roosevelt-Corso Ovidio
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Figure 2. Integration (red-high, blue-low)

Figure 3. Choice (red-high, blue-low)

Figure 4. Step Depth (red-high, blue-low) centred on the ring road and Ponte Capograssi-Via Giovanni Pansa (main
safe routes for evacuating the historic centre planned by the Sulmona municipality)
Figure 5. Step Depth (red-high, blue-low) centred on the ring road, Ponte Capograssi-Via Giovanni Pansa, and
Corso Ovidio (adding Corso Ovidio as a main safe route in the future expected by the authors)
Source: drawn by Wenying Song

running through this area from the north to the south, Ponte Capograssi-Via Giovanni Pansa, Via Aragona,
Via Porta Romana, Via Ercole Ciofano, and Via Panfilo Mazara (Figure 6, Appendix). Secondary to them, a
circular path—consisting of Via Corfinio, Via Barbato, Via Solimo, Via Gramsci, and Via Roma—following the
structure of the earlier Roman city walls is also suggested to be incorporated into the safe passage system
(Figure 6, Appendix). The validity of these simulations might be questioned, since how people choose the
paths and use the space is influenced by many factors, such as the building function and spatial quality.
Responding to that, it is notable that these aforementioned paths present their high publicness and
monumentality at the same time—as paths following the Roman city walls thus with many archaeological
relics, or as paths weaving the main public buildings (as can be seen from the following maps). This
demonstrates that in real urban life these paths of higher Integration and Choice value also have greater
spatial attraction. Besides, both of the simulations demonstrate our former observation that Via Giovanni
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Figure 6. Existing roads that are suggested as main safe evacuation paths (green: for the historic centre, red: for
the urban whole) and the two most vulnerable areas (lined in grey): based on space syntax simulations and the
emergency plan by Sulmona Municipality. Source: drawn by Wenying Song.

Quatrario, with the lowest spatial integration and less possibility to be passed, is unsuitable for evacuating
the urban centre as a main safe path. Overall, the configuration of these priority streets differs from that in
the emergency plan by Sulmona municipality, thus possibilities to enhance it exist.
On the other hand, the space syntax analysis assists in locating the two most problematic areas within the
historic centre (Figure 6), where inadequate connection to evacuation routes, insufficient safe open space,
and fragmented and inaccessible open space are crucial issues to be solved. Evidence from the simulations
of spatial Integration, Choice, and Step Depth centred on the expected main safe routes shows that the
western and the northeastern parts of the historic centre are the most vulnerable areas ((Figure 4-5). Both
of them lack a convenient transport connection with the suggested main safe paths—the ring road
surrounding the historic centre and Ponte Capograssi-Via Giovanni Pansa planned by the municipality, and
the central road Viale Roosevelt-Corso Ovidio suggested by the authors. Connections between the planned
safe routes and these two parts are largely blocked by the valley surrounding the terrace of the historic
centre: only two linkages between the western area and the ring road, and the same for the northeastern
part. This indicates that although people living in these two areas are physically adjacent to the planned safe
routes, they still need to spend much time crossing a devious path to reach these planned safe zones.
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Therefore, improving the transport connection of these two areas with the planned main safe routes will be
necessary.

Figure 7. (left) Overlapping the archaeological map and 1937 map: Roman relics (red) and buildings /constructions
non-existing before 1937 (black). Source: adapted by Wenying Song.
Figure 8. (right) Suggested demolision of buildings/constructions (black) and modification of the boundary or of the
ground floor area of a building (red). Source: drawn by Wenying Song.

Moreover, the insufficiency of open space of these two areas disadvantages them for earthquake response.
Currently, no suitable open public space exists in the western part preparing for emergency uses, such as a
wide road or spacious square that can be used as a temporary safe gathering point or shelter; while in the
northeastern part, there are sizable open spaces yet of low accessibility: most of them are private or semiprivate inner courtyards open for their own block and thus not reachable via streets. This necessitates two
points of interventions in these two areas respectively to improve their capacity of responding to
earthquakes: to insert safe open public spaces for the former, and to integrate those existing fragmented
and inaccessible open spaces and improve their publicness for the latter.
In the second stage, we locate the strategic points for further interventions based on the cartographic study
of the map of Roman archaeological relics (Van Wonterghem, 1984) and the 1937 map (Giannantonio, 2011)
of the historic centre. It continues with the aim of shaping a networked open space by taking the suggested
safe routes as its spatial structure. Some certain boundary modification and demolition, especially concerning
the two most vulnerable areas, is suggested to improve the circulation, insert more safe open space, and
integrate the fragmented open spaces as an entity.
The archaeological relics mainly locate along Via S. Cosimo and a circular path—Via Corfinio, Via Barbato, Via
Solimo, Via Gramsci, and Via Roma (Figure 7, Appendix)—in the position of the earlier Roman city walls. This
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configuration corresponds to that of the priority streets as safe paths according to the former space syntax
simulations, which implies that those priority streets also have higher historic and commemorative values.
Thus for these archaeological sites along the priority streets, their spatial quality and suitability for emergency
uses need to be enhanced, since it will contribute to both the quality of urban daily life and their capacity for
life support and recovery during and after earthquakes. The historic centre’s fabric changes little, as can be
seen from overlapping the 1937 map by P. Aschieri and P. Rossi De Paoli to the current city map (Figure 7).
Their principles of open public space design in the 1937 map, especially concerning the linear areas at the
west edge of the terrace, still can be a reference. In their plan the transport connection between the terrace
of the historic centre and the Roman gates (Porta Romana, Porta Bonomini, and Porta Molina) in the west is
reinforced by arranging various squares or green spaces as joining areas; these squares and green spaces also
act as viewing platforms towards the valley scenery. Yet these open spaces were occupied during urban
developments by constructions, which block the original accesses between the urban terrace and the outer
ring road. To recover the circulation between the west part and the ring road as the main safe evacuation
path will be a crucial point. Thus in our design (Figure 8), we first propose to demolish several individual
buildings/constructions and to break through the ground floor of one building in the north to retain the
connection between the planned safe passages of Via Barbato-Via Corfinio and the ring road. Secondly, some
other buildings/extensions are suggested to be demolished to insert more safe open spaces as public squares
along Via Corfinio or the inner courtyard for the dense block connecting Porta Molina and Via Corfinio. And
as for the northeastern corner, our operation similarly includes modifying the boundary of the existing open
spaces and demolishing some certain individual buildings/extensions. It mainly concerns integrating the
existing sizable yet fragmented and inaccessible open spaces along the planned safe routes.

A preliminary framework of a networked open space system
The two stages allow us to plan a networked open space of the historic centre to strengthen its preparedness
for earthquake response (Figure 9). We first establish the spatial structure of this open space system based
on the configuration of priority streets as safe evacuation paths, then follows the building intervention—as
boundary modification or demolition—to realize the equally distributed safe points (as square or courtyard)
along the suggested safe routes. Different groups of safe open spaces are designed respectively for each
quarter of the historic centre, with more attention to the most vulnerable west and northeast parts (Figure
10). Three crucial issues are treated: to improve the circulation between the terrace of the historic centre
and its surrounding circular road, to insert more safe open space in the western area, and to integrate the
existing open spaces of low accessibility in the northeastern part.
Yet limitations of the work exist. First, further discussion on how to intervene on the building scale is needed.
Two aspects can be considered: reinforcing the facades and the ground floor area of buildings along the safe
routes, to ensure the suitability of these streets for emergency uses; modifying the boundary of the existing
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Figure 9. Ground floor plan and sections: groups of safe open space equally serving the whole historic centre
(circles of 50-metre radius are used to show their serving areas), taking the configuration of priority streets (safe
evacuation routes) as the spatial structure. Source: drawn by Wenying Song.

Figure 10. Ground floor plan: the northeastern and the western parts before and after interventions.
Source: drawn by Wenying Song.

enclosed open spaces to get them accessible. The identification and classification of types of building
intervention is expected. Lessons can be drawn from many typical restoration and regeneration works of the
indigenous buildings. Also, practice on the building scale relates to many crucial issues like property rights
and economic considerations, which are missed in the first two stages. Thus to ensure the suitability of the
planned safe routes and refuge areas, more devotion is required to exploring architectural interventions from
a practical perspective in the next step. To raise the seismic resilience of a territory like Sulmona, merely
enhancing its physical environment disconnected with its social and economic context is not feasible. Yet
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such a preliminary framework of spatial design could be a reference for the objective to reach for urban
design, and meanwhile, it might also positively impact the social and economic environment, through
improving the quality of urban public space for daily life and tourism. In summary, we wish to raise the
historic centre’s preparedness for response to latent earthquakes by efficient operations with the minimum
effects on its fabric. And the approach of combining space syntax and the cartographic study as analytical
tools is meant to be adaptable to other similar cases in earthquake-prone territories.
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APPENDIX

Fabric of Sulmona historic centre, with streets referred in the paper identified. Source: adapted by Wenying Song.
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